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Editorial 
It is large scale trains this month, the first of two or maybe three 
newsletters on the subject. This month’s edition is devoted to an 
overview of the prototypes, to be followed by articles on the models. 
North American Geared Locomotives 
Prior to the invention of the internal combustion engine, a need arose for 
a machine that could replace oxen and mules to enable the vast virgin 
forests in North America to be logged. The terrain involved in so doing 
resulted in sharp curves and steep often poorly laid track with little or no 
ballast. Three so called geared locomotives were invented to cope with 
these conditions. They were the Shay, the Climax and the Heisler.  
So why “geared”? The answer is because of the way in which power was 
transmitted from the cylinders to the small wheels of the locos. The 
components involved in the case of the Shay were a longitudinal drive 
shaft, articulated cardan joints and bevel gears. Different approaches to 
the power transmission issues involved were the reason why three 
different geared locos emerged. 
The Shay 
The first such class of loco was the Shay named after Ephraim Shay, 
who according to Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ephraim_Shay)  
was a “merchant, entrepreneur and self-taught railroad engineer”, 
(Encyclopedia Britannica maintains Shay was also a physician) In the 
late eighteen seventies after a series of experiments Shay started 
collaborating with the Lima Machine Works licensing them to  
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manufacture his model. This resulted in the first loco which had a single 
cylinder, being shipped to a customer in 1880. Production soon built up, 
4 locos in 1881 and 37 in 1883. Again according to Wikipedia, 
between1882 and 1892 some 300 Shays were sold.   
Following a total of some 2770 locos of 4 different classes (single, two 
and three cylinders, two and three trucks), the last Shay, a 162 ton 3 
truck monster was built for a coal mine in West Virginia in 1945. 
Allegedly, this loco could haul 156 tons at 10 m.p.h. up 7% grades and 
occasionally managing short stretches of 10%. The loco is preserved 
and operates on the Cass Scenic Railroad State Park, West Virginia as 
Western Maryland no 6. 
Shays had a number of distinguishing features: the boiler was offset on 
the frame which created a degree of imbalance in turn resulting in more 
wear on the rail on the cylinder side of the track. The cylinders were 
inclined vertically; the crankshaft drove a longitudinal shaft on which 
helical gears were attached which meshed with bevel gears on the 
outside of the wheels.  
Six Shays are preserved on the Cass Scenic Railroad, five of which are 
three truck.  

 

Western Maryland no 6 – the ‘Big Boy’ of geared locomotives? 
The Climax 
The second type of geared loco was the Climax. Again according to 
Wikipedia, (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climax_locomotive) the inventor 
of the Climax was Charles D Scott “ a lumberjack of considerable 
mechanical ingenuity”  who took his design to his brother in law George 
D Gilbert at the Climax Manufacturing Company in Corry Pennsylvania. 
The result was the first Climax geared loco being produced in 1888. 
“Gilbert's patent[1] specified an upright maritime-type two-cylinder steam 
engine, a 2-speed transmission and a drivetrain in the underframe 
passing just above the axle centers. The patented differential for 
transferring the power from the drive shaft to the wheels was only used 
in the first Climax locomotives. In a similar way to that used in 
an automobile, the force was transferred to the two wheels of an axle 
separately, with one wheel being firmly connected to the wheelset shaft 
and the other wheel being able to rotate loosely on a sleeve around the 
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shaft. The idea of the differential transmissions was to reduce resistance 
on tight bends by allowing one wheel to turn with fewer revolutions than 
the one at the other end of the axle. The design did not prove workable, 
because when driving at the adhesion limit, less tractive effort could be 
exerted compared to locomotives with rigid wheelsets. 
Rush S. Battles patented the basic design of the drivetrain without the 
differential, using simple hypoid bevel gears to drive the wheelsets with 
normal fixed wheels. 
A further patent from 1891 describes a locomotive with horizontal 
cylinders connected to the drive shaft through a 2-speed transmission. 
Battles's patent describes the core design that became the Class B 
Climax, and his patent illustrations show the name Climax emblazoned 
on the locomotive cab”. Source Wikipedia. 
Between 1000 and 1100 Climaxes were built with the last one rolling off 
the production line in 1928. As with Shays, Climaxes, certainly the later 
ones, had a distinguishing feature. Class A Climaxes had two cylinders 
mounted vertically in the centre of the loco. This class also had two 
speed gearboxes. Introduced in 1893, Class B Climaxes looked more 
like traditional steam locos originally with two cylinders mounted 
horizontally either side of the boiler. Later models had the cylinders 
inclined at about 30 degrees (the distinguishing feature). Class B locos 
also had two speed gearboxes. Finally, Class C was a 3 truck version, 
the third powered truck being beneath a water-carrying tender articulated 
to the locomotive. Class Cs also had inclined cylinders.  
According to Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climax_locomotive) 
some 24 Climaxes have been preserved, most of them in the USA but 
also some in Australia and New Zealand.  

 

Climax works no 1551, formerly Westside Lumber no 10, a Class C 
Climax preserved at the Cass Scenic Railroad as no 9. 
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The Heisler 
“Charles L. Heisler received a patent for the design in 1892, following the 
construction of a prototype in 1891. Somewhat similar to a Climax 
locomotive, Heisler's design featured two cylinders canted inwards at a 
45-degree angle to form a 'V-twin' arrangement. Power then went to a 
longitudinal drive shaft in the center of the frame that drove the outboard 
axle on each powered truck through bevel gears in an 
enclosed gearcase riding on the axle between the truck frames. The 
inboard axle on each truck was then driven from the outboard one by 
external side (connecting) rods. 
In 1897, Heisler received a patent on a three-truck locomotive. As with 
Class C Shay locomotives, the tender rode on the third truck. Unlike the 
Shay, Heisler's design did not have a continuous string of line 
shafting running the length of the engine. Instead, the tender truck was 
driven by a line shaft above the shaft driving the main engine trucks, 
connected to it through spur gears. This patent also covered use of a 4-
cylinder 'vee four' cylinder configuration. 
The Heisler was the fastest of the geared steam locomotive designs, and 
yet was still claimed by its manufacturer to have the same low-speed 
hauling ability.” Source Wikipedia. 
Approximately 625 Heislers were built in the USA before production 
ceased in 1941. 35 survive in one condition or another. Works no 1591, 
a 3 truck Heisler is preserved at the Cass Scenic Railroad as no 6. 

 

Not the most elegant of beasts, no 6 on the Cass Scenic Railroad.  
South Africa never had any Shays or Climaxes but it did have a number 
of Heisler types which operated in the sugar plantations of Natal. 
What follows now is an edited article I wrote some years ago for S A Rail 
on the subject.  
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Heislers in South Africa  
The roots of the Avonside Engine Company of Bristol stretch back a long 
way – to 1837 in fact and the history of the company has been well 
documented. Andrew Neale’s article in the July/August 2007 edition of 
Narrow Gauge World (no 52) gives a good overview especially from a 
South African perspective: 
(https://reader.exacteditions.com/issues/2911/page/20)  
In the early 1930s in the teeth of the Great Depression, the talented and 
innovative Chief Draughtsman at Avonside by the name of LT Grime, 
conceived an articulated loco as a way of achieving a competitive 
advantage and widening the appeal of their product to their traditional 
sugar plantation customers. The combination of articulation and gearing 
was a proven one in North America. What is ironic about Grime’s 
concept is that the first articulated loco he designed was a diesel! The 
loco concerned, ‘Ellingham Estate’ an 0-4-4-0, works number 2046 of 
1930 supplied to the cane farm of that name, fortunately has not only 
been preserved but continues to reside in South Africa. The last I heard 
the loco was in storage at Sandstone Estates. 
Further ironies were that a loco designed by Grime soon afterwards not 
only saw a reversion to steam in the form of a Heisler type loco but the 
frames for these locos – rolled steel sections, were based on the design 
for the diesel powered no 2046! 
The Heisler concept incorporated cylinders in a ‘V’ formation under the 
boiler. The piston rods below the cylinders were attached to a crank 
shaft at both ends of which were drive shafts. These attached to gear 
boxes on one axle of both trucks. Coupling rods conveyed the power to 
the other axles. 
Geared locos have been aptly described as the ‘4 wheel drive’ versions 
of rod drive locos, the gearing and articulation enabling them to cope 
with steep grades sometimes as much as 10%, significantly more than 
the normal limit of non adhesion rod drive steam locomotives. In addition 
to steep grades, these classes of locomotives could handle tight curves 
and light weight and often poorly laid track. 
A schematic diagram of a Heisler is shown on the next page. 
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Schematic diagram of a 4 cylinder version of a Heisler 
But sometimes poor track and the topography conspired to challenge 
even Heislers.  An Example resulting in unusual views of Renishaw no 4 
is shown in the photographs on the next page. 
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Photographs – the late Freddie Gillatt, courtesy the Gillatt family. 
Four Avonside steam Heislers, were built in 1931: works no 2055, 
‘Ntinyana’ for Illovo (this loco was fitted with a new boiler from Hunslet in 
1959); Renishaw no 4, works no 2057 for Crookes Brothers; works no 
2058, ‘Sezela no 7’ for Reynolds Brothers and works no 2059 
‘Blackburn’ for Natal Estates. With the exception of 2059 ‘Blackburn’, 
(photo top of page 9) which had 4 cylinders and was thus a much 
heavier loco (25 tons) compared to the 17tons of the 2 cylinder versions, 
all the others had two. 
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Works Photograph of 2 Cylinder Version 
 

 

 

 
Works Photograph of 4 Cylinder Version 
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‘Blackburn’ 4 cylinder version works no 2059 at Natal Estates  
Avonside went into voluntary liquidation in 1934 but the success of the 
design was proven by orders for additional Heislers being placed with 
Hunslet who acquired the goodwill, drawings and patterns of Avonside in 
the following year.  
In 1939, two 4 cylinder locos were supplied to Illovo (works nos 2003 
and 2004, ‘Illovo no 7’ and ‘Illovo no 8’ respectively) and another 2 
cylinder loco for Reynolds brothers works no 2005, ‘Sezela no 8’. 
Renishaw no 4 was in use until the mill changed to road delivery at the 
end of 1968. (Refer photograph below taken shortly before the end of 
tramline delivery).  

 
Photographer of Renishaw no 4 and ‘Blackburn’ unknown 
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Renishaw no 4. Photographer Unknown - David Guelpa? 
In December 1969 the loco was acquired by the Phyllis Rampton Trust 
in the UK. It has been alleged that the loco was observed in steam in 
2008 at Loxhill in Surrey where the Trust’s loco collection is stored but 
this cannot be verified. 
Sadly, all the other South African Heislers have been scrapped, 
‘Ntinyana’ first being converted to a mobile water tank by 1962 and last 
reported derelict in 1972, its relatively new 1959 boiler being transferred 
to the Illovo workers’ compound for steam raising and was only shown 
as condemned in the Government register in 1981. Illovo locos no 7 and 
8 were reported scrapped in 1963 but the boiler records only show the 
boilers as condemned in March 1966.  
‘Blackburn’ was withdrawn in December 1958 and probably scrapped 
soon after although its boiler was sold to “Guylee in Pinetown” later 
being sold again to K Nathan (Pty) Ltd probably for scrap as it does not 
appear in the Government records after 12/58. 
‘Sezela’ nos 7 and 8 were withdrawn in June 1970 (scrapped by 1973) 
and December 1967 (scrapped by 2/72) respectively. 
The assistance of members of the Crookes Family, Gary Barnes and 
John Middleton (source of information on boilers and scrapping dates of 
the locos concerned) is gratefully acknowledged. 

The end 
 
 


